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Problem 21.1  

For the transfer function  

���� =
4��� + 10� + 144�

��� + 1��� + 100�
 

Complete the following 

a) Sketch the Bode plot.  Follow the procedure we used in class. (Blank semilog paper is 

posted to Moodle) 

b) Verify you hand-sketched Bode plot by using Matlab to plot the Bode plot. Use the 

methods we develop in lab this week.  

 

 

Problem 21.2 

For the transfer function  

���� =
12550�� + 4�

����� + 28� + 4900�
 

Complete the following 

a) Sketch the Bode plot.  Follow the procedure we used in class. (Blank semilog paper is 

posted to Moodle) 

b) Verify you hand-sketched Bode plot by using Matlab to plot the Bode plot. Use the 

methods we develop in lab this week.  

 

 

 

 

 

Continued 



P"1$ For$the$circuit$illustrated$below,$complete$the$following:$
$

a. Model$the$system.$$Obtain$the$transfer$function$relating$the$input$voltage$!!"$to$the$
voltage$drop$across$the$capacitor.$
$

b. Using$! = 0.2$H,$! = 260!Ω,$and$! = 0.1!!F,$determine$the$peak$time,$settling$time,$
and$percent$overshoot$of$the$voltage$response$for$a$step$voltage$input.$

$
c. Suppose$the$settling$time$and$percent$overshoot$of$the$voltage$response$are$not$to$

exceed$0.8!s$and$25%,$respectively.$$Does$the$system$meet$the$requirements?$$$

$

$
$
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P"2$ For$the$mass+spring+damper$system$illustrated$below,$complete$the$following:$
$

a. Model$the$system.$$Obtain$the$transfer$function$relating$the$applied$force$!!"$to$the$
block’s$displacement$!.$
$

b. Suppose$we$wish$the$system’s$step$response$to$have$a$peak$time$and$settling$time$
of$!/6!s$and$1!s,$respectively.$$Compute$the$corresponding$poles.$

$
c. If$the$block’s$mass$! = 0.5!kg,$what$spring$stiffness$!$and$damping$coefficient$!$

are$required$to$satisfy$the$performance$criteria?$$$

$

$
$
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Let’s take another look at how my motorbike might respond as I’m riding it over some uneven road
at a constant speed. We’ll treat my motorbike as a single-degree-of-freedom system that oscillates
in the vertical direction only, where the natural frequency is 2 Hz and the damping ratio of the front
fork and rear shock is 0.3.

a. Using the provided Maple worksheet, plot the bike’s steady-state response to the periodic
staircase profile illustrated in Figure 1, where y(t) denotes the base motion that the bike’s
wheels experience. Estimate the number of terms you need to keep to obtain a response that
is “good enough.”

b. Create a Simulink model for the motorbike that generates the exact steady-state response.
How does your approximate steady-state response from Maple compare to the exact response
from Simulink?

c. Repeat Parts a and b using the rectified sine wave profile in Figure 2.
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